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Abstract
The application of pattern recognition-based approaches in damage localisation and quantifica-
tion will eventually require the use of some kind of supervised learning algorithm. The use,
and most importantly, the success of such algorithms will depend critically on the availability of
data from all possible damage states for training. It is perhaps well known that the availability of
damage data through destructive means cannot generally be afforded in the case of high value en-
gineering structures outside laboratory conditions. This paper presents the attempt to use added
masses in order to identify features suitable for training supervised learning algorithms and then
subsequently test the trained classifiers with damage data, with the ultimate purpose of damage
localisation. In order to test the approach of adding masses, two separate cases of a dual-class
classification problem, representing two distinct locations, and a three-class problem represent-
ing three distinct locations, are examined with the help of a full-scale aircraft wing. It was found
that an excellent rate of correct classification could be achieved in both the dual-class and three-
class cases. However, it was also found that the rate of correct classification was sensitive to the
choices made in training the supervised learning algorithm. The results for the dual-class prob-
lem demonstrated a comparatively high level of robustness to these choices with a substantially
lower robustness found in the three-class case.
Keywords:
added mass, vibration-based, damage localisation
1. Introduction
The earliest possible detection of damage in structures is vital for their safety and also for the
avoidance of the high costs which could be conveyed if it is left to develop. The traditional non-
destructive evaluation (NDE) methods [1] are currently the main inspection tool. Although they
are highly effective, they have certain disadvantages regarding their use, which include among
others, general limitations to accessible areas of the structure, high demand on expertise and also
their high inspection costs. In addition, NDEmethods work in a local vicinity and so usually they
necessitate the a priori knowledge of the area of interest. Structural health monitoring (SHM)
has emerged as a potential answer to the drawbacks of the NDE techniques. The possibility of
an on-line monitoring tool which could reduce the cost of lengthy NDE inspections has made the
field of SHM a highly active research area. Comprehensive reviews on SHM are [2, 3].
Inside the general framework of damage identification, the effort to locate damage has always
been inherent, and an extensive review of those efforts is out of the scope of this work, references
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can again be found in [2, 3]. In general, many approaches are validated against numerical and/or
experimental laboratory structures of the beam or plate type, and recent examples are [4–6].
The approaches followed include variants of mode shape curvature/modal strain energy e.g. [7]
and model updating inverse problems [8] among others. Supervised learning algorithms such as
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have also been extensively used as in [9, 10].
In the last ten years, damage detection has been widely accepted as a problem of pattern
recognition (PR) [11], and not only as a model-driven inverse problem. Any approach to lo-
cate or assess damage (in addition to the identification of its presence) with PR approaches will
probably make use of some kind of supervised learning algorithm. The use of such algorithms
will inevitably demand data from all damage states of interest to be used as examples. It is pos-
sible to acquire such data when dealing with inexpensive small-scale structures in a laboratory
environment, but it will become a serious obstacle when testing damage detection methods on
high-value structures, such as aircraft. In any such case, destructive means of introducing faults
will not be an affordable solution.
To alleviate the previously mentioned problem, without the use of high-fidelity models, the
authors have attempted to test a very simple idea. In the effort to extract features capable of
indicating damage without actually damaging the structure, the blithe extrapolation of a SDOF
formula for the natural frequency (ω =
√
k/m), allows for the assumption that perhaps the ad-
dition of a mass would be enough to generate training data for supervised learning algorithms.
This idea is not revolutionary since several attempts to test damage detection algorithms with
mass addition have been made before as in [12–14]. In addition, specifically added mass local-
isation was done in [15] with the help of a concentrated mass on a rectangular plate, while in
[16] added masses were additionally assessed in terms of their weight in an attempt to perform
damage severity on an aircraft skeleton wing.
However, despite the previous use of added mass as a proxy for damage, the effort to test
the suitability of a mass as a pseudo-fault and use it to train algorithms, then subsequently test
with ‘realistic’ damage has been attempted in [17] involving only preliminary results and more
thoroughly in [18]. In both those cases the problem was addressed only as level one detection
in Rytter’s scale [19] (i.e. the detection of the presence of the fault only). The purpose of this
paper is to present the attempt to use added mass data to train supervised learning algorithms in
order to locate ‘real’ damage. Two separate cases are examined, a dual-class and a three-class
classification problem. The choice of the problems was based on the logical and progressive
extrapolation of the added mass approach which started from [18]. In addition, a dual-class
classification problem can be easily approached in an unsupervised approach where a three-class
problem cannot generally be solved in such a way.
The layout of the paper is as follows. The next section describes the test procedure and the
data acquisition for both the dual and the three-class problems. The second section explains the
general feature selection procedure and the localisation of the added masses. The third section
describes the performance of the added mass trained locator on damage data for the two-class
problem while the fourth section discusses the three-class location problem. Finally, the paper
is rounded off with some overall conclusions and a discussion of the future potential of the
approach.
2. Test procedure
The main purpose of this paper is to develop a damage locator based on added masses and
then benchmark it on data originating from damage introduced in the form of saw-cuts. While
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it is acknowledged that the introduction of a sawcut is in itself an imperfect proxy for damage
it is nevertheless sufficiently representative of an open crack to allow the effectiveness of the
approach to be explored, and the sawcut data is referred to herein as the ‘real’ damaged state
data. Since previous attempts [18] have shown that the best features (i.e. parts of data which are
able to distinguish between damage states) created from the use of pseudo-faults perform equally
well on the case of ’real’ damage (the same applies to the worst features in the sense that they
perform equally badly), it would be reasonable to think that such an attempt might be successful.
The important point here is that the overall attempt to build the locator is ‘tuned’ using the added
masses only and with no interaction from data coming from saw-cuts.
The methodology which was used for the location problem is based on previous work in
which damage location in a Gnat aircraft wing on the basis of changes in transmissibility spectra
was investigated [20]. The structure of interest in the present study was a Piper Tomahawk
aircraft wing featuring a number of removal inspection panels. Copies of these inspection panels
with a diagonal saw-cut were produced so that they could replace intact panels and provide a
valid fault. This tactic was judged best for the currently presented work since the structure is
not actually damaged and the whole process becomes reversible. Furthermore, by addressing
the problem of damage location in a restricted situation of damage is at place A or place B or
place C etc.., the problem becomes one of classification and can be dealt with by using pattern
recognition algorithms.
2.1. Test structure
The wing had in total five inspection panels which could be used for the test (Figure 1). Two
of the panels were used for the first two-class damage location problem and the other three for
the subsequent three-class problem. The choice of the separate group of panels between the two-
class and the three-class problems was mainly made due to the convenience that their location
was offering (i.e. each group was clustered together).
Each panel was fixed to the wing by eight screws. Inevitably, their sequential removal in-
troduced a certain degree of variability to the problem (change of the boundary conditions on
the panel), as previous experience had already shown [20]. To alleviate this problem, the screws
were secured and removed in the same order throughout the test with the help of an electric
screwdriver with a controllable torque while using the same torque setting all the time.
2.2. Data acquisition for the two-location problem
The acquisition system used during the test was a DIFA Scadas III controlled by LMS soft-
ware running on a DELL desktop PC. The sensors used were piezoelectric accelerometers of the
PCB type. The base measurements were transmissibility functions across each panel, as they had
previously proved effective [20, 21]. In addition, transmissibility functions do not need the accu-
rate measurement of the excitation force. In a similar way to the previous work [20, 21], only the
transmissibilities measured directly across each panel were used in this study. They were named
as T1 and T2, where ‘T1’ means the transmissibility function ‘across’ Panel 1 and ‘T2’ the one
‘across’ Panel 2. A transmissibility function can be formed by taking the ratio of two FRFs. In
the work here, the transmissibilities were formed by using a central accelerometer as a reference
as seen in Figure 1. In addition, the same excitation levels were used during all testing (healthy
state, added mass, saw-cuts) in order for the approach to be consistent. Further references on the
concept of transmissibility can be found in [22].
All measurements were obtained within a frequency bandwidth of 0-2000 Hz at a resolution
of 0.625 Hz. Previous work in [20], had shown that in order to acquire ‘damage’ sensitive
3
Figure 1: An example of an added mass and of a panel with a saw-cut are shown along with the location of the two panels
which were used for the two-class problem (left), and an illustration of the three panels and reference transducer used in
the three-class study (right).
features when inspection panels were fully removed, a frequency range of 1024 to 2048 Hz was
needed. However, because of the added mass used here, the frequency bandwidth was chosen to
be 0-2000 Hz so there would be a broader option for the selection of features. At this stage only
the logarithm of the magnitudes of the data were used, the phase was discarded.
The wing was excited using a Gearing & Watson (G & W) electrodynamic shaker attached
directly to its lower surface. A white Gaussian excitation was generated within the acquisition
system and amplified using a G & W power amplifier. The excitation itself was measured using
a standard PCB force transducer, but it was not directly used for the calculation of the transmis-
sibilities.
The whole test order and configurations can be seen in the following:
1. Normal condition (all plates in place on the wing and intact).
2. Mass added (500 g) on Plate 1 on the wing.
3. Mass added (500 g) on Plate 2 on the wing.
4. Normal condition.
5. Faulty Plate 1 (diagonal saw-cut) replaces normal panel on the wing.
6. Faulty Plate 2 (diagonal saw-cut) replaces normal panel on the wing.
7. Normal condition.
8. Mass added (500 g) on Plate 1 on the wing.
9. Mass added (500 g) on Plate 2 on the wing.
10. Normal condition.
11. Faulty Plate 1 (diagonal saw-cut) replaces normal panel on the wing.
12. Faulty Plate 2 (diagonal saw-cut) replaces normal panel on the wing.
13. Normal condition.
Overall this meant that five sets of measurements for normal condition were taken and two sets
for each damage scenario, first the added masses and subsequently the saw-cuts. For each of the
13 configurations a clean signal with 100 averages was acquired (in the estimation of the FRFs),
to be used as a reference in the feature selection stage later and then 100 sequential measurements
with only two averages.
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In total, this gave 500 2-average measurements for the normal condition and 200 for each
of the faulty states. The main reason for the second repetition of the test was simply to check
and monitor the variability caused due to the removal and reattachment of the plates, making it
thus an inherent part of the whole detection methodology. The same reasoning determined the
number of normal sets so that there would be one healthy set after each fault.
2.3. Data acquisition for the three-location problem
For the three-location problem the acquisition system used was identical to that in the two-
class problem, a DIFA Scadas III controlled by LMS software running on a DELL desktop PC.
All measurements were obtained within the same frequency bandwidth described in §2.2 with
accelerometers again used in order to create transmissibility functions. In a similar way the
transmissibilities which were used were those measured directly across the inspection panels
and were named as ‘T3’, ‘T4’ and ‘T5’ corresponding to panels 3,4 and 5 respectively (see again
Figure 1). The test order maintained a similar configuration as before with normal conditions sets
followed by added masses (on three panels this time), then normal conditions again followed by
plates with saw-cuts. Overall this gave again five sets of normal condition and two repetitions for
each of the ‘faulty’ states. In the three-class problem 40 averages were used for the clean signals
(to be used for feature selection). In a similar way as before 500 2-average measurements for the
normal states were acquired and 200 for each faulty state.
3. Feature selection
Feature selection is arguably one of the most important stages in a structural health monitor-
ing project. Here, it is treated in a similar way as in [18, 20] and aimed only at the selection of
features for the detection of the added mass on the plates. Consequently, a feature is a region
of the given transmissibility which separates unambiguously the normal condition data from the
added mass data.
The process of selecting features described here involves an extensive visual scanning of
the measured data (the transmissibility functions) in search of regions which separate the nor-
mal condition data from the damage data. To simplify this procedure, reducing the size of the
database and abiding by the previous studies [20], the search was limited to one transmissibility
only for each of the panels. This means that features for the added mass on panel 1 were consid-
ered only from T1 and in the same way T2 served only for the detection of the mass on panel 2.
Because of the large number of available features, in previous work [20], potential features were
judged as strong, fair or weak mainly because of the need for a certain objectivity (although the
process remains stills subjective) in their selection. The criteria used for the characterisation of
the features can be found in either of [18, 20] and are not going to be repeated here. Although
the same guidelines were followed here as well, the final selection of features was made on
the logarithmic magnitude values of the measurements and it was based on the ranking of their
performance as novelty detectors.
This ranking was possible with the help of outlier analysis. This algorithm was described
and validated in [20, 23]. Basically, a statistical model of the healthy system is created, based
on normal data, and then subsequent data are tested to see if they are statistically consistent or
inconsistent with the normal data. For this purpose a statistical test is used to compute a quantity
called the Mahalanobis squared-distance (MSD) which is then compared to a threshold. The
threshold depends on the dimension of the problem and it can be exclusive or inclusive whether
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Table 1: List of the features which were finally selected for the detection of the added masses in the two-class problem.
Feature Transmissibility Spectral lines
Added mass 1 T1 898-925
on panel 1 2 T1 2215-2245
Added mass 3 T2 781-834
on panel 2 4 T2 1095-1123
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Figure 2: Outlier statistics for the two features selected from T1 to detect the added mass on panel 1.
the sample being tested is included or not in the computation of the Mahalanobis distance. The
calculation of the threshold involves a Monte Carlo approach and is based on extreme value
theory [24]. A comprehensive method of calculating the threshold is described in [23]. The
ranking of the features was simply based on the Mahalanobis squared-distance normalised by
the threshold. The Mahalanobis squared-distance is given by,
Dζ = (xζ − x)TS−1(xζ − x) (1)
where xζ is the potential outlier, x is the mean vector of the sample observations and S the sample
covariance matrix.
The transmissibility lines which were used for the finally selected features are shown in Table
1. When the dimension of the feature was greater than 40, the data were sub-sampled in order
to avoid numerical issues in the inversion of the covariance matrix in the calculation of the MSD
values.
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Figure 3: Outlier statistics for the two features selected from T2 to detect the added mass on panel 2.
4. Pseudo-fault location for the two-class problem
With the feature selection stage completed, there were four novelty detectors created by using
outlier analysis on the selected features, two for each case of mass addition (Panel 1 or Panel 2).
The novelty detectors were thus formed by the Mahalanobis squared-distance and can be seen in
Figures 2 and 3. The use of more than one novelty detectors for each class was expected to make
the approach more robust, as it would allow the Pattern Recognition algorithm to ‘learn’ more
patterns. The constructed novelty detectors serve as identification of the presence of damage, so
the damage detection problem is purely addressed as a restricted situation of the fault (mass or
saw-cut here) being at one location (Panel 1 or Panel 2) at a time. By using this approach the
problem reverts to one of classification.
In the current case, it was a simple dual-class problem and perhaps there are many classifiers
which could perform well. However, the purpose of the work is to compare the scenario of
added masses to that of saw-cuts (which represent realistic damage by the stiffness reduction they
produce). Because of that, a consistent method had to be used and then be tested on ‘damage’
data. The one chosen here was the classification of the masses (Panel 1 or Panel 2) with the help
of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) since that was the approach already tried before in [20]
with success. It is important to note that although the current problem has a dual-class nature
similar to that of novelty detection, it is approached here in a supervised learning methodology.
In order to produce a level-two damage diagnostic (location problem) here, a standard Multi
Layer Perceptron (MLP) network with one hidden layer was judged to be appropriate. The main
idea was to map the novelty detectors created from the outlier statistics of the features which
were selected from the transmissibilities, to the added mass location. The input layer of the
network was presented with four novelty indices, since two of the best features were selected for
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each added-mass location (Panel 1 or Panel 2).
The procedure for the training of the network followed the guidelines recommended by
Tarassenko in [25]. All data were separated equally into training, validation and testing sets.
The network structure had necessarily four input nodes, one for each of the novelty detectors and
two output nodes, one for each class (mass location). The number of hidden nodes was a matter
of investigation and had to be determined during training. In compliance with the accepted rule
of thumb which suggests the existence of 10 patterns per weight [25] the search went from 1
hidden node up to 6. In addition 10 different random integer seeds for the weight initialisation
were used. This means that, in total, 60 network structures were tested.
In order to estimate the classification accuracy of each network the 1 of M strategy was em-
ployed. Each class is assigned a specific network output. Then, the network is asked to produce
unity at the output which represents the input class and zero anywhere else during training. It
can be shown, [26] that after training with this strategy, when the network is presented with an
input, then the outputs of the network represent the Bayesian a posteriori probability that the
input vector belongs to that class. The assigned class is simply the highest output, which repre-
sents the class with the highest probability. It should be noted that in this classification problem,
it is assumed that there is only one fault at a time i.e. damage is at location A or at location B.
Each of the assigned classes is assigned a prior probability, and in this case it is assumed that
the probabilities are equal, meaning that all damage locations are equally likely before any data
are observed. The number of training cycles used was originally tested with a maximum allowed
limit of 100 and the optimisation algorithm for the network output error minimisation was the
scaled conjugate gradients algorithm with the help of the NETLAB [27] package in MATLAB.
The validation set is used to discriminate between candidate network structures. Once the
network structure has been selected and the network trained, its performance is evaluated using
the testing set. The use of a different number of training cycles had an effect on the overall
results, but because of the many networks giving excellent results on the mass-location problem
it was not easy to decide what was the best choice. Therefore all of them were tried on the mass
data and on the saw-cut data, as will be explained further on.
In Figure 4 there is a histogram of the classification rate of all the 60 networks tested after
having been trained with a maximum of 100 cycles. It is clear that the dual-class problem of the
added mass location is relatively simple for the classifier since all of the neural networks give
excellent (100 %) results both in the validation and testing sets. In fact, although the number
of training cycles was restricted to a maximum of 100, in most cases the optimisation algorithm
converged faster and this is the main reason that a different number of training cycles was not
investigated at this point. These results show the great degree of available choice regarding the
structure of neural networks.
5. Performance of the pseudo-fault locator on ‘real’ damage data - two classes
The next task was to test the added mass locator on the ’real’ damage case which was, as
said before, a saw-cut on the inspection plates. Since there were actually many choices of dif-
ferent networks, all had to be tested for their performance. Figure 4 shows the histogram of the
classification rate of the networks on damage data.
The results appeared to be very good and promising since there were 27 out of 60 networks
giving excellent (100 %) classification rates. In addition more than half of the networks (44),
perform with a classification rate higher than 90 %. The worst results were 50 % which is
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Figure 4: Histograms displaying the classification rate of all the neural networks which were tested for the two-class
problem when they were trained with a maximum of 100 cycles.
equivalent to guessing for a dual-class problem, and were found only in two networks. The very
encouraging results led to the decision to check how the novelty detectors that generated the
features which were selected on the added mass data, would work on the damage (saw-cut) data.
In Figure 5 it can be seen that feature 1 performs very well on the damage data, in a similar
way as in Figure 2 (mass data). The same cannot be said about feature 2 (in the same figure),
since it appears to have a poor performance, although it still partially flags damage (only for one
of the two repetitions). In Figure 6, both features (3 and 4) are shown to work very well on the
saw-cut data, especially if they are compared with Figure 3. At this point, one may argue that the
use of multiple novelty detectors for each class was crucial here, but further investigation had to
be made before any solid conclusions were derived.
5.1. Principal component analysis for the two-class problem
In order to explain why there were networks which performed very well and few which
performed very badly, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was employed for the visualisation
of the features in two dimensions. In Figures 7 - 14, all the four novelty detectors created for
the two-class problem are analysed with the help of principal component analysis (PCA). The
first four, Figures 7 - 10, show the four novelty detectors visualised (projected on the first two
principal components) when all different ‘states’ (normal, added mass, saw-cut) were used in the
PCA analysis at the same time. The application of PCA in such a way is able to show how the
selected feature is able to separate the data into different ‘states’ (normal, added mass, saw-cut).
In Figures 11 - 14 the saw-cut data are projected on the first two principal components of the
added mass data. The reason for the two slightly different ways of the application of the method
was that the second one (projection on the added mass data) represents more closely the problem
9
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Figure 5: Performance (Outlier statistics) of the mass-selected features, for Panel 1 detection, on saw-cut data. Figure
(a) corresponds to feature 1 and figure (b) to feature 2.
faced by the classifier, i.e. the neural network. At the stage of the creation of the novelty detectors
the identification of the presence of damage has already been completed, so the neural network
does not need the presence of normal data in order to classify the damage location.
The detailed inspection of all those figures confirms the results shown by the examination
of the features’ performance (see Figures 5 & 6) on the added mass and the saw-cut data. The
existence of more than one cluster associated with the same class is caused by the repetitions of
the experiment (5 for the normal state, 2 for each ‘faulty’ state), as described in the test procedure
earlier. In the case where the complete feature vector (normal, mass, saw-cut data) was analysed
through PCA, one can see a clear separation of the normal and the ‘damaged’ state (which the
novelty detector was trained to locate), except for the second feature when compared on the saw-
cut data (Figure 8), which was selected for the detection of the added-mass on Panel 1. Taking
the previous statements into account, then it can be easily said that the objectives of the feature
selection were indeed satisfied in three out of four features.
Discussing the above in more detail, the close comparison of Figure 8 with Figures 2 & 5
can reveal that data originating from the mass on Panel 1 are well separated with the normal
data. The same cannot be said for data coming from the saw-cut on Panel 1 (data with the ‘x’
mark), since they overlap with some of the normal data in the PCA analysis and this confirms the
outlier analysis results. Furthermore, there seems not to be a clear separation between the classes
representing the saw-cut being on Panel 1 and on Panel 2, something which is very important in
this classification problem.
The close examination of Figures 9 and 10 shows that both features succeed in separating
the Panel 2 mass (and saw-cut as well) - data from the other states (normal, Panel 1 location).
For this reason these two features seem to be ‘ideal’ for the localisation problem addressed here,
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Figure 6: Performance (Outlier statistics) of the mass-selected features, for Panel 2 detection, on saw-cut data. Figure
(a) corresponds to feature 3 and figure (b) to feature 4.
something already seen in the outlier analysis results as well. These PCA figures also reveal that
there are many ways of separating the two classes (Panel 1 or Panel 2) well, both for the added
mass and the saw-cut case. This is something which appears to be a good explanation of the
classification results which showed some networks (27 out of 60) performing excellently (100
%) and 2 out of 60 very badly (50 %).
The examination of the PCA analysis on the feature data which were projected on the added
mass data (Figures 11 - 14) strengthens this argument. A very good example of that is the
potential decision boundaries drawn in Figure 11. If a classifier has been trained to separate
between the mass on Panel 1 from the mass on Panel 2 by using the BB′ line, then it would
perform with an excellent classification rate in the saw-cut data as well. However, if the classifier
was trained to separate between the two mass locations with the AA′ line, then it would perform
very badly on the saw-cut data.
Having said that here, one can also see (from the PCA figures) that there are indeed ways
of separating equally well the mass and the saw-cut classes. In addition, a maximum margin
classifier algorithm (e.g. support vector machines) would probably classify well both the added
mass and the saw-cut data in the case presented in Figure 11, but it would not work well for the
case presented in Figure 12. This was of course already proven from the fact that there were many
networks (44 out of 60), which after having been trained on added mass data, performed very
well (greater than 90% classification rate) on the saw-cut data. It is probably obvious from this
discussion and the previous PCA results, that if there are overlaying mass and saw-cut features,
then the classification rate will always be perfect and the problem of extracting ‘damage-like’
features without damaging the structure can be affordably solved. It was shown that the classes
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Figure 7: PCA visualisation of Feature 1, selected for the detection of mass on P1.
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Figure 8: PCA visualisation of Feature 2, selected for the detection of mass on P1.
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Figure 9: PCA visualisation of Feature 3, selected for the detection of mass on P2.
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Figure 10: PCA visualisation of Feature 4, selected for the detection of mass on P2.
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Figure 11: PCA visualisation of Feature 1, selected for the detection of mass on P1 with potential decision boundaries -
data projected on the first two principal components of the added mass data.
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Figure 12: PCA visualisation of Feature 2, selected for the detection of mass on P1 - data projected on the first two
principal components of the added mass data.
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Figure 13: PCA visualisation of Feature 3, selected for the detection of mass on P2 - data projected on the first two
principal components of the added mass data.
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Figure 14: PCA visualisation of Feature 4, selected for the detection of mass on P2 - data projected on the first two
principal components of the added mass data.
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Figure 15: PCA visualisation of the four novelty detectors used as input to the neural network.
do not overlay in any situation and especially not when the saw-cut data were projected on the
added mass data. In order to confirm this, the PCA algorithm was applied on the four novelty
detectors which were used as inputs to the neural networks.
In Figure 15 the four novelty detectors are simply projected on the first two principal com-
ponents of the added mass data. It is shown that all classes are easily separable and there are
many ways to actually separate them. In fact the same example which was used in Figure 11
could be applied here as well and show why the training of the networks on the added mass data
could fail in the classification of the saw-cut data. However, if the maximum linear classifiers
are drawn in order to define the area containing the lines which separate perfectly the classes, the
above statement will be more clearly demonstrated. To illustrate in an example what is meant
by ‘maximum linear classifiers’, a simple schematic is shown in Figure 16. Two classes can be
separated perfectly by one line, and in Figure 16, any line which can be found inside the shaded
area defined by lines AA’,BB’,CC’ and DD’ separates perfectly the two classes shown.
The same example shown in the schematic of Figure 16 can be applied in the four novelty
detectors used in the two-class problem. Figure 17 present the linear decision boundary areas
which classify the added mass (a) and the saw-cut (b) data perfectly. The cross-area (the desirable
area) which contains linear classifiers which would work for both the added mass and the saw-
cut data is clearly shown in Figure 18 to be smaller than the added mass area. The probability
therefore, of selecting linear classifiers based on the added masses which would then work on
the saw-cut data is again small. The examination of the same figure also shows that the added
mass area which is left outside the cross-area (non desirable area) is actually smaller than the
desired cross-area, and this explains the high number of excellent networks (27 out of 60). It
should be noted that the analysis discussed above and shown in Figures 17 and 18 was only done
in a qualitative approach and is meant to serve as a demonstration of the argument that there are
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Figure 16: Schematic of potential linear decision boundaries for the classification of two classes.
ways to classify perfectly both the added mass and saw-cut data.
6. Three-class damage location
After the very promising classification results from the two-location problem the work was
extended to a three-class localisation problem. The reason for this extension was explained in
the introduction and it was mainly the fact that a three-class classification problem cannot be
easily solved in an unsupervised learning approach. In addition, the extension of the approach in
multiple locations (greater than two) can reveal the weaknesses of the overall methodology. The
data acquisition procedure for the three-class challenge was similar to the two-class problem and
was described in §2.2.
6.1. Feature selection for the three-class problem
The feature selection stage for the three-class problem was identical to the one followed for
the two-class problem. Again, there was an extensive visual scanning of the transmissibilities in
search of potential features which could form novelty detectors. The search was limited in one
transmissibility for each of the panels (added mass locations), and the final selection was made
on the logarithmic magnitude values of the measurements. The ultimate arbiter for the feature
selection was again the same ranking scheme which was based on the Mahalanobis squared-
distance.
The first preliminary attempt to build the added mass locator for the three panels consisted
of the selection of two features for each panel (location) in exactly the same way as was done
for the two-class problem. The transmissibility lines used for the six final features are listed in
Table 2. From the outlier statistics of the six features, six novelty detectors were created in total.
A standard MLP neural network was employed again, this time with six inputs and three outputs
and was trained with the 1 of M strategy. The novelty detectors created are not all shown here for
the sake of space and avoiding the repetition of equivalent figures (with those from the two-class
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Figure 17: Areas defined by the maximum linear decision boundaries which separate the four novelty detectors from
Figure 15. Figure (a) shows the linear boundaries which separate the added masse data and figure (b) the boundaries
which separate the saw-cut data.
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Figure 18: Cross-area (desired) defined by the linear decision boundaries which separate both the added mass and the
saw-cut data.
problem). The results from this first attempt were significantly worse than the previous two-class
problem. Although there were far too many choices (in terms of neural networks) for the added
mass locator, when they were tested on the saw-cut data the majority of them performed with
very low classification rates. Minimum performance was 33 %, which corresponds to guessing
for a three-class problem.
6.2. Improving the performance of the three-class locator
The poor initial results of the three-class problem led to the decision to check the performance
(outlier statistics) of the six selected features on the saw-cut data. It was clearly seen then that
half of them did not indicate any presence of damage in the saw-cut data, or they displayed
damage in the wrong panel, something which provides a possible explanation of the bad results.
The PCA analysis of the two-class problem has clearly shown that ideally the features selected
Table 2: List of the features which were selected for the detection of the added masses in the three-class problem.
Feature Transmissibility Spectral lines
Added mass 1 T3 140-162
on panel 1 2 T3 645-655
Added mass 3 T4 256-305
on panel 2 4 T4 860-910
Added mass 5 T5 250-265
on panel 3 6 T6 50-60
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Figure 19: Outlier statistics for feature 3, selected from T3 for the detection of the added mass on Panel 1.
on the pseudo-faults (added mass here) should indicate the presence of the saw-cuts, as well as
overlay when projected on their first two principal components. The possibility of actual features
which work well in both cases (added mass - saw-cut) can be definitely considered crucial and
attractive; however, before attempting to use the saw-cut data for the actual selection of features,
it was considered more important to attempt to improve the damage location by further exploiting
the added mass data only.
In the feature selection stage, the final selection criterion was the subjective ranking scheme
described here in §3 and also in [18]. It was mainly based on the assumption that the best features
for the added mass would be best for the saw-cuts (again see [18]) as well. The latter assumption
led to the selection of features which were indicating damage in other panels as well as those they
were intended to do. This extra ‘damage’ indication may have caused significant confusion to the
neural network. Thus, it could be argued here that the network struggles to learn the difference
among the classes in disarray (in the added mass data) and fails to learn the existing common
patterns between the added mass and the saw-cut. In order to investigate the above claim it
was decided to explore the performance of a locator trained only on novelty detectors indicating
uniquely one panel. A thorough feature selection procedure was not considered necessary, since
it had been already attempted in the relevant original feature selection stage here to find features
with the previously described characteristics, but it was contradicting with the ranking scheme.
As a compromise to the previous, the three (out of the original six) features which were most
closely corresponding to the behaviour of indicating uniquely the added mass on the intended
panel were used to create another damage locator. The performance of these features on added
mass data can be seen in Figures 19-21, and on saw-cut data in Figures 22-24.
The new locator was based on a three input - three output MLP neural network. When it was
tested on the saw-cut data it performed again with significantly lower classification rates than the
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Figure 20: Outlier statistics for feature 4, selected from T4 for the detection of the added mass on Panel 2.
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Figure 21: Outlier statistics for feature 5, selected from T5 for the detection of the added mass on Panel 3.
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Figure 22: Outlier statistics for feature 3, selected to detect the mass on Panel 3, on saw-cut data.
two-class problem. Without commenting on the poor performance of feature 5 on saw-cut data
(Figure 24), it should be noted that the idea that the neural networks get confused with multiple
indication of mass in different panels had not been fully explored. Since it was observed that
it was not trivial to find features which were ranked high, so they could probably work on the
saw-cut data as well, and also to display single-panel only indication of ‘damage’, it was decided
to modify the existing novelty detectors in order to create the desired characteristics. There
were some important points to be taken into account regarding the modification of the novelty
detectors. The process had to be done in a consistent way, and the parts of the novelty detectors
which were indicating the desired panel location should by definition of the novelty detector not
be altered. The latter was considered crucial so as not to conflict with the concept of the novelty
detector, which is derived by some consistent process from features taken from the data. The
main idea which was decided to be explored after the previous considerations was the setting of
all the parts of the novelty detector which were below the threshold into zero. Recalling that the
novelty detector is formed by the Mahalanobis squared-distance, the modification can be seen
by,
Dζ = Dζ ,Dζ ≥ DT (2)
Dζ = 0 ,Dζ < DT (3)
where Dζ is the Mahalanobis squared-distance and DT is the threshold.
The examination of Figures 19-21 reveals that setting all the parts of the novelty detectors
lower than the threshold to be zero, could produce the desired criteria for features 3 and 5, but not
for 4. The latter required the additional raising of the threshold such that it would not display an
added mass on panel 3 (see Figure 20 again). The raising of the threshold represents a principled
tactic which can be used in a novelty detection approach and requires the use of damage data.
Here, it is done only with the help of added mass data. The threshold was raised enough so
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Figure 23: Outlier statistics for feature 4, selected to detect the mass on Panel 4, on saw-cut data.
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Figure 24: Outlier statistics for feature 5, selected to detect the mass on Panel 5, on saw-cut data.
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Figure 25: Histogram displaying the classification rate of all the neural networks (with different training cycles) tested
with the modified novelty detectors for the three-class problem.
there would be no indication of damage (added mass) on panel 3. The new modified locator was
tested again with similar settings as before. The maximum number of training cycles used was
200. Because of the many networks performing well on added mass data all of them were tested
on saw-cut data as well. The results appeared to be slightly better than before since there were
three networks performing with a higher classification rate of 90 %, with the best at 98 %, but
only for 3 out of the total 80 networks tried. However, because of the few, but excellent results,
it was decided to perform a more comprehensive investigation of the possible network structure
which was used with the modified novelty detectors. It was previously mentioned that several
networks were converging with less training cycles than the maximum allowed, but this time it
was decided to force the training at specific numbers of iterations.
This time the search for the neural network structure had to be more thorough. The training
cycles tested varied from 4 to 20 in increments of 4, and then from 30 to 200 with steps of 10.
In order to explore the possibility of pure chance having an important effect, an option of no
training cycles was also included in the search. The search for hidden units was allowed to go
from 1 up to 8 units. The most crucial part of this analysis was the random seed for the weight
initialisation of the neural networks which included 10,000 different numbers for each structure.
In total 1,920,000 networks were tried and the results can be considered very interesting. In
Figure 25 a histogram of the performance of all the networks is displayed. It was not surprising
to see that the majority of the networks display a classification rate of 33 %, but a careful look
in a magnified area of the plot shows that there are many excellent performances. In detail, there
were 71001 networks with a classification rate over 80 %, 64279 of them were above 90 % and
finally 1723 exceeding the excellent 99 %.
Because the histograms of Figure 25 do not give any information about the structure and
the number of the training cycles which gave the high classification rate, a waterfall diagram is
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Figure 26: Waterfall diagram of the histograms displaying the classification rate of all the neural networks tested (three-
class problem) against the number of training cycles (0 to 20, steps of 4, 20 to 200, steps of 10) and the number of hidden
units (1 to 8).
presented in Figure 26. The histograms of the 10,000 networks generated with different random
integer numbers (for the weight initialisation) for each structure and number of training cycles
are plotted alongside in ascending order (regarding the training cycles and hidden units) in a
waterfall representation. It is reminded here that for every number of training cycles there are
eight different structures (1 - 8 hidden units) of neural networks. For example, in Figure 26 the
x-axis displays the classification rate of the networks and the z-axis their number. The first value
displayed in the y-axis corresponds to zero number of training cycles and a network structure
of 1 hidden unit, and there are 10,000 networks randomly initialised with those settings. The
following value in the same y-axis corresponds to zero number of training cycles again, but a
network structure of 2 hidden units.
It can be clearly seen that there are some excellent performances in every network configura-
tion after a number of training cycles (12), and the majority of them occur with one hidden unit.
When the networks were left untrained, they performed almost entirely in the 33% classification
region, something expected, since it is the statistical value for networks relying purely on chance
in this problem.
The PCA analysis which was performed on the two-class problem would not provide any
extra information on how the neural networks draw the decision boundaries, especially since the
three classes would complicate the display of the maximum linear classifiers (at least two lines
are needed to separate three classes). However, since the neural networks have three outputs it
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Figure 27: Visualisation of the assigned classes of an exemplar MLP neural network which had a correct classification
rate of 99.5 % when presented with saw-cut data.
is feasible to visualise their decision boundaries on a three-dimensional plot. As the inputs to
the networks are always normalised to be between -1 and 1, such a grid of numbers (between
-1 and 1) can be passed through the neural network so that the highest output (the assigned
class according to the 1 of M strategy) can be coloured accordingly and provide an indication
of the decision boundaries of the network. Figure 27 shows the visualisation of the decision
boundaries of a trained MLP network (200 training cycles, 3 hidden units) which had a 99.5 %
classification rate on the saw-cut data. It is interesting to see how the training data (added mass
novelty detectors) and the damage data (saw-cuts) look like when plotted in three dimensions in
Figures 28 and 29. It is clear in Figure 29 that there is more scatter on saw-cut data from the
second location (second panel). The examination of the decision boundaries of networks with
high classification rate and different structures and training cycles showed a similar pattern in
the formation of the boundaries and show the sensitivity to the weight initialisation. Overall, this
analysis confirms the PCA plots of the two-class problem and showed again that there are several
ways to perfectly separate added mass and saw-cut data.
7. Discussion and Conclusions
This work aimed at the exploration of a non-destructive way of introducing damage to a
structure by simply adding masses. The main goal was to use added masses to train neural
networks and then test the constructed locator on ‘real’ damage data coming from saw-cuts.
A Piper Tomahawk aircraft wing was the structure of interest here, and inspection panels on
the wing were used in order to add masses and then introduce the saw-cuts. The problem was
always addressed as one class at a time (i.e. one mass or one saw-cut) and involved two separate
and subsequent studies of two and three classes. Novelty detectors capable of identifying the
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Figure 29: Normalised damage data (saw-cuts) for the three-class problem plotted in three dimensions.
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presence of the added mass were created and then neural networks were used in order to classify
the location of the mass with excellent success. The added mass locator was then tested on saw-
cuts and performed very well for the two-class location problem, but poorly for the three-class
problem.
An attempt to improve the results on the three-class problem employed the use of three nov-
elty detectors, each of which indicated the presence of mass in one panel but not in any of the
other panels. When it was not possible to find such novelty detectors, the existing ones were
modified by the setting of their parts which were below the threshold into zero. In the case of
the second feature, the raising of the threshold was necessary. The results were sufficiently in-
teresting (and better than the first attempt) to initiate a comprehensive analysis of the effect of
the neural network configuration (training cycles and structure) on the classification rate. It was
found that there are excellent performances with various structures, but the majority of them ap-
peared with one hidden unit, something which implies that there is no call for a complex network
structure and correspondingly complex decision boundary. A subsequent visualisation of the se-
lected features and novelty detectors via PCA showed that there are multiple ways of perfectly
separating the classes for the two-class problem. A further visualisation of the neural network
decision boundaries in the case of the three-class problem illustrated that although it is more
challenging, there are again multiple ways of separating the classes.
The current work has showed that it is possible to use added masses in order to train neural
networks and then identify the location of saw-cuts, since there were excellent locators for both
the masses and the saw-cuts. However, in the work presented here, it was not possible to identify
a complete experimental strategy for avoiding entirely the use of damage data , but this of course
does not dismiss the possibility of such a strategy to be available with the use of different features
or classifiers. Especially in the case of the two-class problem where there were many excellent
locators (44 out of 60 networks tested having a greater than 90 % classification rate), an ensemble
of neural networks [28] can be used to eliminate the networks which have a low success in the
saw-cut data and fully avoid the use of damage data, and this can be presented in future work.
In addition, the PCA analysis has shown that the ideal scenario would require an overlap of
the added mass and saw-cut features, but this has proved to be very challenging. The latter
fact in combination with the low complexity boundaries of the neural networks implies that the
strategy of selecting very sensitive features to added mass may not be always appropriate for
good generalisation in real structures. The authors believe that the use of pseudo-faults is one of
the possible solutions to the problem of ‘acquiring damage data without damaging the structure’,
and the use of added masses displays certain potential, especially if it is combined with other
pseudo-faults or limited damage data.
Nevertheless, the authors also acknowledge the limitations of the approach. The extension of
the problem to more classes as well as the effort to identify the location of multiple classes at the
same time is probably going to be very challenging. In addition, even if a complete experimental
strategy for the use of the added masses, without any use of damage data, is found, the extension
of the approach to damage severity will be even more problematic. In any such case some sort
of calibration scheme between added mass and stiffness reduction will probably have to be done.
The lack of a universal way of introducing realistic damage into structures complicates any such
severity attempt. The authors do not make any claim that added masses are equivalent to realistic
damage, but as a localised ‘disturbance’ they can certainly be used to test a damage detection
algorithm and as it was shown here, they can be used to train supervised learning algorithms.
In the same spirit, different pseudo-faults could be of equivalent or even of higher value. An
example of a different pseudo-fault is a localised heat increase as was considered in [29]. In
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conclusion, supervised learning algorithms can indeed be trained with the use of surrogate data,
and it is hoped that the current contribution will further help to stimulate the research on the
subject of overcoming the frequent challenges met in PR approaches to SHM.
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